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a b s t r a c t
Since exact determination of haplotype blocks is usually not possible, it is desirable to
develop a haplotyping method which can account for recombinations. A natural candidate
for such a method is haplotyping via phylogenetic networks or their simplified version:
galled-tree networks. In earlier work we characterized the existence of the galled-tree
networks. Building on this, we reduce the problem of haplotype inferring via galled-
tree networks to a hypergraph covering problem for genotype matrices satisfying a
combinatorial condition. Our experiments on actual data show that this condition is almost
always satisfied when the percentage of minor alleles for each SNP reaches at least 30%.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
With the completion of the Human Genome project, research has focused on the problem of determining variations in
chromosomes among the entire human population. This body of work is now encompassed in the international HapMap
project [22]. Genetic variations, in particular SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) are already playing a central role
in determining the genetic causes of diseases and in designing individualized medicine [3,5,14,18]. For complex diseases
(those affected by more than a single gene), it is much more informative to have haplotype data (a set of SNP values on an
individual chromosome) than genotype data (the combined information of haplotypes for pairs of chromosomes). However,
experimental methods only allow for a cost-effective determination of genotype information [16], and so the problem of
computationally determining haplotypes from genotypes arises.
Various methods can be used to infer haplotypes from genotypes for population data. The first heuristic algorithm for
computational haplotype inference was designed by Clark [2]. The exact version of Clark’s problem was shown to be NP-
hard [8]. Another approach, called pure-parsimony haplotyping, asking for a solution with the minimum number of distinct
haplotypes, was shown to be NP-hard as well [10,15]. Gusfield [9] developed the first exact polynomial algorithm based
on two assumptions: (i) no mutation happened twice, and (ii) no recombination happened during the evolutionary history
of the haplotypes in consideration (the perfect phylogeny model). These assumptions allowed him to make effective use of
perfect phylogenetic trees, and were justified by experimental results showing that many chromosomes are blocky with a
strong correlation among sites on the same block [3,18]. As such these experiments do not exclude recombinations within
a block. Furthermore, the problem of determining block boundaries is a non-trivial task with only approximate solutions [4,
21]. Therefore, models that allow for recombinations are needed. A natural candidate for such a model is haplotyping via
phylogenetic networks or their simplified version: galled-tree networks, which were introduced by Wang, Zhang, Zhang
[23] to represent both mutation and recombination events.
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A first attempt in haplotyping via models which allow a limited number of biological events that violate the perfect
phylogeny model was taken in [20]. In that paper a polynomial algorithm for haplotyping via imperfect phylogenies with a
single homoplasy (two occurrences of the samemutation during the evolutionary history) is presented, as well as a practical
algorithm for haplotyping via galled-tree networks with one gall. We took a different approach in [7] where we presented a
polynomial algorithm for haplotype inference via galled-tree networks with galls having only two mutations (simple galls)
based on reduction of the haplotyping problem to a hypergraph covering problem. This algorithm uses a characterization of
the existence of galled-tree networks for a given haplotype matrix presented in [6].
In this paper, we do not put any restriction on the galled-tree networks, but rather we put a restriction on the input
genotype matrices. In particular, we assume that important pairs of columns (SNPs) in the input genotype matrix must
induce both [0, 1] and [1, 0] (cf. Definition 11). Our experiments on data from the HapMap project show that if minor alleles
comprise at least 30% of all alleles then almost all genotype matrices satisfy this assumption. Under this assumption we
characterize which genotype matrices can infer haplotypes which can be explained by a galled-tree network. We do this by
reducing the problem to a hypergraph covering problem. This characterization could be used in two ways. First, solving a
hypergraph covering problem for some instances would imply a polytime algorithm for the haplotype inferring problem for
the corresponding instances. Second, showing that a hypergraph covering problem for some instances is NP-complete and
showing that for these instances it is possible to construct the corresponding instances (genotypematrices) for the haplotype
inferring problem would imply that the haplotype inferring problem is NP-complete. In the last section, we show that the
considered hypergraph covering problem is NP-complete in general. However, this does not imply the NP-completeness of
the haplotype inferring problem as the instances used in this proof do not correspond to any genotype matrices satisfying
our assumption.
2. Definitions
2.1. Haplotype inferring from population data
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most frequent form of human genetic variations. A set of SNP values on
a single chromosome is called a haplotype (e.g., SNPs that sit on a gene). Among most of the human population, SNPs take
two values. The value that appears most often is called themajor allele, the other theminor allele. Therefore, haplotypes are
commonly represented as sequences of 0 and 1, by fixing a mapping of {0, 1} to two possible states in {A, C,G, T } at each
SNP position. The combined information from two haplotypes for a matching pair of chromosomes is called a genotype. In a
genotype, the information about which value comes from the first chromosome and which from the second chromosome of
the matching pair is lost. A genotype sequence is usually represented as a sequence of {0, 1, 2}, where value 0 (1) at certain
position represents the fact that both haplotypes have value 0 (1) at this position (homozygous), while value 2 means that
the values on two haplotypes at this position differ (heterozygous). However, in the latter case, it is not known which of the
two has value 0 and which value 1. The haplotype inferring problem, or simply haplotyping, is the problem of determining
haplotype sequences from genotype sequences of a set of individuals. In this paper, we consider population data with no
pedigree information known. The input is a genotype matrix whose rows are genotype sequences over {0, 1, 2}. Each row
represents a genotype of an individual, and each column corresponds to the values of one SNP over all individuals. Formally,
the problem can be defined as follows.
Definition 1. Given a genotype n×mmatrix Awith values {0, 1, 2}, find a 2n×m haplotype matrix Bwith values in {0, 1},
where rows 2i−1 and 2i of B represent haplotypes for the genotype in row i of A. We say that B is inferred from A if and only
if for every SNP c ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
• if A(i, c) ∈ {0, 1}, then B(2i− 1, c) = B(2i, c) = A(i, c); and
• if A(i, c) = 2, B(2i− 1, c) 6= B(2i, c).
We call the matrix B a haplotype matrix. Obviously, for any row, there are exponential (in the number of 2’s in the row)
ways to infer two haplotypes from the row. Various types of parsimonious criteria are used to choose the most plausible
inference from the whole set of genotypes, including the maximum resolution problem of Clark, pure parsimony criteria,
haplotyping via perfect phylogeny and several statistical methods, cf. [13] for an overview. The problemwith parsimonious
methods is that they are eitherNP-hard (Clark’s rule, pure parsimony) or too restricted (haplotyping via perfect phylogenies).
As discussed in the introduction a more general model which allows for recombination events is needed. In this paper, we
are interested in haplotyping via galled-tree networks which are used to model recombination events (defined in the next
subsection). There are two recent papers dealing with this problem in very special cases: (i) only one gall is allowed [20]
and (ii) only simple galls are allowed (with two mutations each, cf. [7]).
2.2. Phylogenetic and galled-tree networks
We start with a definition of perfect phylogenies defined on binary characters (e.g., SNPs) with states 0 and 1. In this
paper, we assume that for every character both states appear in some input sequence (other characters can easily be filtered
from the input as they do not affect the solution).
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Fig. 1. A phylogenetic network for matrix M . In the network, each mutation edge is labeled by a character ci , i ∈ {1, . . . , 6}; recombination edges are
labeled by P and S respectively; the integer label above each recombination vertex represents the recombination point. Each species labels either a leaf or
an internal vertex of the network.
Definition 2 (Perfect Phylogenetic Tree). A perfect phylogenetic tree T on m characters is a rooted tree such that each vertex
is labeled with a binary sequence of length m and each edge is labeled with a number from 1 to m representing the only
position in which the two sequences of the end vertices of the edge differ. In addition, each number 1, . . . ,m is assigned to
exactly one edge.
Given a set of n binary sequences, the perfect phylogeny problem asks whether there exists a perfect phylogenetic tree
containing all the sequences. If such a tree exists we say that the set of sequences can be explained by a perfect phylogenetic
tree.
Note that a phylogenetic tree can be defined also for characters with more than two states. The next definition extends
the previous definition by allowing recombination events.
Definition 3 (Phylogenetic Network). A phylogenetic network N on m characters (usually, SNPs) is a directed acyclic graph
containing exactly one vertex (the root) with no incoming edges, a set of internal vertices that have both incoming and
outgoing edges, and exactly n vertices (the leaves) with no outgoing edges. Each vertex other than the root has either one
or two incoming edges. If it has one incoming edge, the edge is called amutation edge, otherwise it is called a recombination
edge. A vertex xwith two incoming edges is called a recombination vertex.
Each integer (character) from1 tom is assigned to exactly onemutation edge inN and eachmutation edge is assigned one
character. Each vertex in N is labeled by a binary sequence of length m, starting with the root vertex which is labeled with
the all-0 sequence. Since N is acyclic, the vertices in N can be topologically sorted into a list, where every vertex occurs in
the list only after its parent(s). Using that list, we can define the labels of the non-root vertices, in order of their appearance
in the list, as follows:
• For a non-recombination vertex v, let e be the mutation edge labeled c coming into v. The label of v is obtained from the
label of v’s parent by changing the value at position c from 0 to 1.
• Each recombination vertex x is associated with an integer rx ∈ {2, . . . ,m}, called the recombination point for x. Label
the two recombination edges coming to x by P and S, respectively. Let P(x) (S(x)) be the sequence of the parent of x on
the edge labeled P (S). Then the label of x consists of the first rx − 1 characters of P(x), followed by the last m − rx + 1
characters of S(x). Hence P(x) contributes a prefix and S(x) contributes a suffix to x’s sequence.
In this paper, the sequence at the root of the phylogenetic network is always the all-0 sequence, and all results are relative
to that assumption. More general phylogenetic networks with an unknown root were studied in a recent paper by Gusfield
[11]. Note also that our definition of phylogenetic networks differs slightly from the original definition of Wang et al. [23].
We assume that each mutation edge has exactly one label. Every phylogenetic network without this assumption can easily
be transformed to our model by replacing every mutation edge with multiple labels by a sequence of edges each having one
of these labels. Furthermore, all mutation edges without a label are contracted out. Our definition results in more uniform
phylogenetic networks, howeverwe cannot require that all sequences of an inputmatrix appear at the leaves of the network.
Example 1. A phylogenetic network for a given binary matrixM is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Definition 4 (Galled-Tree Network). In a phylogenetic network N , let v be a vertex with two outgoing paths that meet at a
recombination vertex x (v is the least common ancestor of the parents of x). The two paths together form a recombination
cycle C . The vertex v is called the coalescent vertex of C . We say that C contains a character i, if i labels one of the mutation
edges of C .
A phylogenetic network is called a galled-tree network (GTN) if no two recombination cycles share an edge. A
recombination cycle of a galled-tree network is sometimes referred to as a gall.
Note that in the original definition of galled-tree network [23] it is required that recombination cycles do not share
vertices. It is easy to see that our modification is only a minor difference (one can easily be transformed to the other) but for
technical reasons ours will be easier to work with.
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Fig. 2. A galled-tree network for matrix M . Two galls labeled by the set of vertices {s5, s6, s9, s10} and {r, s2, s4, s3, s7} do not share any edges in the
network.
Example 2. A GTN for a binary matrixM is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that the two recombination cycles in this phylogenetic
network do not share any edges. On the other hand, the phylogenetic network in Fig. 1 is not a GTN as the two recombination
cycles share one edge.
Inwhat follows,wewillwork onlywith haplotype and genotypematrices, hencewewill assume that characters (columns
in the matrices) are SNPs.
Definition 5. Given a haplotype n × m matrix A with values in {0, 1}, we say that a phylogenetic network N with m SNPs
explains A if each sequence (row) of A is a label of some vertex in N .
By the definition of galled-tree network, the following observation follows:
Observation 1. Given a haplotype matrix M, let M ′ be a matrix obtained from M by duplicating one row or adding a row with
the all-0 sequence. Matrix M ′ can be explained by a galled-tree network N if and only if M can be explained by N. Let M ′′ be a
matrix obtained from M by removing one row. If M can be explained by a galled-tree network N then M ′′ can also be explained
by N.
In the following definition we describe two basic operations on the matrices which we will use frequently.
Definition 6. Given a haplotype matrix M , let S be a subset of SNPs (columns) of M . The matrix M[S] is the sub-matrix of
M restricted to the columns in S. We will assume that the names of columns inM[S] are the same as in the original matrix
M . Let x be a binary sequence of length |S|. ByM[S] − x, we denote the sub-matrix ofM[S] from which we remove all rows
whose strings are identical to x.
An important concept in the theory of phylogenetic networks is the conflict graph defined as follows.
Definition 7 (Conflict Graph). We say that the SNPs c1 and c2 conflict in a haplotype matrixM ifM[c1, c2] contains all three
pairs [0, 1], [1, 0] and [1, 1]. The conflict graph GM has vertex set {1, . . . ,m} (one entry for every SNP) and for every two
SNPs c1 and c2, (c1, c2) is an (undirected) edge of GM if they conflict.
The following characterization of the existence of GTN was obtained in [6].
Theorem 1 ([6]). Given a haplotype matrix M, matrix M can be explained by a GTN if and only if every nontrivial component
(having at least two vertices) K of the conflict graph GM satisfies the following conditions:
(1) K is bipartite with partitions L and R such that all SNPs in L are numbered smaller than all SNPs in R (the ordered-component
property); and
(2) there exists a sequence x 6= 0|K | such that M[K ] − x has no conflicting SNPs.
Note that the necessity part of Theorem 1 has been proved in [12] and that a similar characterization was independently
obtained in [19].
3. Inferring haplotypes via a galled-tree network
In this section we introduce both the perfect phylogeny haplotyping (PPH) and galled-tree network haplotyping (GTNH)
problems.
Definition 8. Given a genotype matrix A, we say that A can be explained by a phylogenetic tree/galled-tree network if there
exists a haplotype matrix B inferred from A such that B can be explained by a phylogenetic tree/galled-tree network.
Problem 1 (Perfect Phylogeny Haplotype (PPH) Problem/Galled-tree Network Haplotype (GTNH) Problem). Given a genotype
matrix A, decide if A can be explained by a phylogenetic tree/galled-tree network.
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In what follows we will need a characterization of the existence of a solution of the PPH problem. We will use the
characterization given by Bafna et al. in [1]. To state this characterization we will need a few definitions.
Definition 9. Given a genotype matrix A, for every x, y ∈ {0, 1}, we say that a pair of columns c1, c2 induces [x, y] in A, if
A[c1, c2] contains at least one of the pairs [x, y], [2, y] and [x, 2]. Similarly, for every x, y, z ∈ {0, 1}, we say that a triple of
columns c1, c2, c3 induces [x, y, z] in A, if A[c1, c2, c3] contains at least one of the triples [x, y, z], [2, y, z], [x, 2, z] and [x, y, 2].
Note that if columns c1, c2, c3 induce [x, y, z] in A then every matrix B inferred from A contains [x, y, z] in B[c1, c2, c3].
Definition 10. Given a genotype n × m matrix A, letXA = {xrc1c2; A(r, c1) = A(r, c2) = 2, c1 < c2} be a set of Boolean
variables associated with A. The value of the variable xrc1c2 determines how the pair of 2’s in row r and columns c1 and c2 is
resolved. Let B be a haplotype matrix inferred from A. We define assignment IB : XA → {0, 1} as follows. Let IB(xrc1c2) = 0
if the pair is resolved equally in B, i.e,
(
2 2
) → (0 01 1); and IB(xrc1c2) = 1 if the pair is resolved unequally in B, i.e,(
2 2
)→ (0 11 0) or (1 00 1).
Note that for anymatrixB, inferred fromA, wehave: for every xrc1c2 , xrc1c3 , xrc2c3 ∈ XA, IB(xrc1c2)+IB(xrc1c3)+IB(xrc2c3) = 0.
Furthermore, an assignment IB which satisfies this condition completely specifies the matrix B (up to swapping rows 2i− 1
and 2i, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}). Thus, in this paper, we will often concentrate on determination of the assignment IB instead
of the haplotype matrix B.
Theorem 2 (Bafna et al. [1]). Given a genotype matrix A, there is a solution of the PPH problem on A if and only if no two columns
c1 < c2 induce all three pairs [1, 1], [0, 1] and [1, 0] in A, and there exists an assignment IB such that
(1) for every xrc1c2 , xr ′c1c2 ∈ XA, IB(xrc1c2) = IB(xr ′c1c2);
(2) for every xrc1c2 ∈ XA, IB(xrc1c2) = 0 if c1, c2 induce [1, 1] in A;
(3) for every xrc1c2 ∈ XA, IB(xrc1c2) = 1 if c1, c2 induce both [0, 1] and [1, 0] in A; and
(4) for every xrc1c2 , xrc1c3 , xrc2c3 ∈ XA, IB(xrc1c2)+ IB(xrc1c3)+ IB(xrc2c3) = 0.
When considering the GTNH problem, the above rules (except for (4)) do not apply since violating rules (1)–(3) just
creates a conflict between corresponding columns/SNPs in B. We have the following observation about the relationship
between the conflict graph of B and the assignment IB.
Observation 2. Given a genotype matrix A, let B be a matrix inferred from A. SNPs c1 < c2 conflict in B if and only if at least one
of the following conditions is true:
(C0) c1, c2 induce all the three pairs: [1, 1], [0, 1] and [1, 0] in A;
(C1) IB(xrc1c2) 6= IB(xr ′c1c2) for some xrc1c2 , xr ′c1c2 ∈ XA;
(C2) c1, c2 induce [1, 1] in A, and there exists xrc1c2 ∈ XA such that IB(xrc1c2) = 1;
(C3) c1, c2 induce both [0, 1] and [1, 0] in A, and there exists xrc1c2 ∈ XA such that IB(xrc1c2) = 0.
4. Special instance of GTNH problem
The GTNH problem for general matrices seems to be very hard, therefore research has focused on the study of special
instances of this problem. In [20], an instance allowing only one gall in the resulting phylogenetic/galled-tree network was
considered. In [7], we studied an instance that requires the input genotype matrix to have a 1 in each column containing
a 2 and that the solution (haplotype matrix) can be explained by a GTN with simple galls only (each having exactly two
mutation edges). In the instance studied in this paper, we put no restriction on the galled-tree networks butmake a stronger
assumption about the input genotype matrix.
Definition 11 (Weak Diagonal Property). Given a genotype matrix A, we say that a pair of SNPs is active if it contains [2, 2],
or it induces all three pairs [1, 1], [0, 1] and [1, 0]. Further, we say that a pair c1, c2 is weakly active if either it is active, or if
there is an SNP c3 such that c1, c3 and c2, c3 are both active pairs. We say that A has theweak diagonal (WD) property if every
weakly active pair of SNPs induces both [0, 1] and [1, 0].
Our experiments show that many data sets, including real data and simulated data sets, satisfy the WD property. We
testedDaly’s genotype data [3], which has 103 columns and 387 rows. The data is split into 11 blocks, where the evolutionary
history for haplotypes in each block is believed to have very few recombinations (the most of the recombinations happens
between blocks). Such data is in particular suitable for haplotyping via GTN as there is a small chance of interaction among
a small number of recombination cycles. The genotype matrices for 9 out of the 11 blocks satisfy the WD property. The
genotypematrices for the remaining two blocks have theWD property after removal of only one column.We also tested the
WDproperty on a real data set (genotypes_chr1_JPT_CHB_r21_nr_fwd_phased) downloaded from the international HapMap
project website [22]. The data set is a phased haplotype data for different individuals, with every two adjacent haplotypes
coming from one individual. We read the first 300 rows of the data, with each row having 200 SNP values and generated
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Table 1
The percentage of matrices that have the WD property increases as the minimumminor allele frequency of the matrices increases
Minimumminor allele frequency (%) ≥0.1 ≥1 ≥5 ≥10 ≥20 ≥30
Percent of WD matrices (%) 5.6 5.9 11.3 18.4 30.8 100
the corresponding genotype data by joining the adjacent haplotypes. In order to test the WD property for each block of
genotypes, where recombinations are assumed to be rare, we assumed that each block has size 5. This is consistent with the
findings in [5] showing that themajority of blocks found in the human genomehave a small size (<5 kbp, i.e., approximately,
<5 SNPs). We moved a window of size 5 through the data to get the hypothetical blocks. The percentage of these matrices
that satisfy the WD property increases as the frequency of their minor alleles increases (see Table 1). When the minimum
minor allele frequency is at least 30%, all the matrices have the WD property.
If A has the WD property, then for every xrc1c2 ∈ XA such that IB(xrc1c2) = 0, c1 and c2 conflict in B. Observation 2
formulated directly for matrices with the WD property can be simplified as follows.
Observation 3. Given a genotype matrix A with the WD property, let B be a haplotype matrix inferred from A. SNPs c1 < c2
conflict in GB if and only if either they induce [0, 1], [1, 0] and [1, 1] in A, or there is xrc1c2 ∈ XA such that IB(xrc1c2) = 0.
Consequently, if a pair c1 < c2 conflicts in B, then it is active in A.
First, we will study some basic characteristics of matrices with the WD property. In the following subsections, we will
use these results to reduce the problem to a hypergraph covering problem similar to the one introduced in [7].
4.1. Basic properties of matrices with the WD property
In this subsection we observe some properties of matrices with the WD property which can be explained by a GTN, in
particular, we will observe that we only need to study genotype matrices with a moderate number of 2’s per row.
Claim 1. Given an n× m genotype matrix A, assume that A has a row r which contains one 2. Let A′ be a matrix obtained from
A by replacing r with the 2× mmatrix inferred from r. Then A can be explained by a galled-tree network N if and only if A′ can
be explained by N.
Proof. First, note thatXA = XA′ . Hence, there is a one-to-one correspondence between matrices B and B′ inferred from A
and A′: IB = IB′ . The matrix B′ can be obtained from B by duplicating two rows. The claim follows by Observation 1. 
Claim 2. Given a genotypematrix Awith theWD property, let B be amatrix inferred from A such that it can be explained by a GTN.
Then for every triple of 2’s occurring in columns c1 < c2 < c3 and in the same row r, exactly one of IB(xrc1c2), IB(xrc1c3), IB(xrc2c3)
is equal to 0.
Proof. The values have to satisfy Condition (4) of Theorem 2, i.e., IB(xrc1c2) + IB(xrc1c3) + IB(xrc2c3) = 0. This implies that
either all three variables are mapped to 0 or exactly one of them. In the latter case we are done. In the former case, due to
theWD property, by Observation 3, we have that all three pairs c1, c2, c1, c3 and c2, c3 conflict in B. Hence, the conflict graph
GB is not bipartite, a contradiction with Theorem 1. 
The following two corollaries easily follow from the above claim.
Corollary 1. Given a genotype matrix A with theWD property, let B be a matrix inferred from A such that it can be explained by a
GTN. Then for every four 2’s occurring in columns c1 < c2 < c3 < c4 and in the same row r, there are pairs d1 < d2 and d3 < d4
such that {d1, d2, d3, d4} = {c1, c2, c3, c4}, IB(xrd1d2) = IB(xrd3d4) = 0 and for every pair d < d′, where d, d′ ∈ {c1, c2, c3, c4},
different from d1 < d2 and d3 < d4, IB(xrdd′) = 1.
Corollary 2. Given a genotype matrix A with the WD property, if A has a row r with at least five 2’s, then A cannot be explained
by a GTN.
Proof. Let Cr = {c1, . . . , c`} be the ordered set of all columns containing 2 in the row r . Suppose ` ≥ 5. Assume that A can
be explained by a GTN, and let B be the corresponding haplotype matrix. By Claim 2, for every three SNP ci < cj < ck ∈ Cr
exactly one of IB(xrc1c2), IB(xrc1c3), IB(xrc2c3) is equal to 0. Without loss of generality we can assume that for a triple c1, c2, c3,
we have IB(xrc1c2) = 0. It follows that the values IB(xrc1c3), IB(xrc2c3), IB(xrc1c4), IB(xrc2c4), IB(xrc1c5), IB(xrc2c5) are all equal to 1,
and hence the values IB(xrc3c4), IB(xrc3c5), IB(xrc4c5) are all equal to 0, a contradiction. 
Based on Claim 1 and Corollary 2, we have the following interesting corollary.
Corollary 3. Given a genotype matrix A with the WD property, if each row contains less than two or more than four 2’s, then the
GTNH problem for A can be solved in polynomial time.
From now on, we will assume that the input genotype matrix (with the WD property) has either no, two, three or four
2’s in each row, since otherwise either it cannot be explained by a GTN (Corollary 2) or it can be converted to another matrix
with the WD property without affecting existence of a solution (Claim 1).
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4.2. The genotype hypergraph and its coverings
In this subsection we define a hypergraph assigned to a genotype matrix and its coverings, and observe its connection to
the GTNH problem.
Definition 12 (GenotypeHypergraph and its Coverings). Given ann×m genotypematrixAwith theWDproperty, the genotype
hypergraph HA of A has the set of SNPs {1, . . . ,m} as a vertex set, and for every row r of A containing at least two 2’s,
say in columns c1, . . . , ck there is an unforced hyperedge er = {c1, . . . , ck}. Furthermore, for every two columns c and c ′
inducing [0, 1], [1, 0] and [1, 1] in A, there is a forced hyperedge [c, c ′] in HA. The hypergraph HA does not contain any
other hyperedges. Since for any k > 2, there is no forced k-edge, we will omit the word unforced when referring to such a
hyperedge.
Consider a hypergraph HA with hyperedges of cardinality at most 4. We say that a graph G on the vertex set V (HA) covers
HA if G can be obtained as follows:
• for every forced 2-edge [c1, c2] of HA, add the edge (c1, c2) in G;• for every unforced 2-edge {c1, c2} of HA, make a choice whether to add the edge (c1, c2) in G;• for every 3-edge {c1, c2, c3} of HA, add exactly one of the edges (c1, c2), (c2, c3) and (c1, c3) to G;• for every 4-edge {c1, c2, c3, c4} of HA, add exactly two disjoint edges (d1, d2) and (d3, d4) such that {d1, d2, d3, d4} =
{c1, c2, c3, c4} to G.
A graph G that covers HA will be often called a covering of HA.
Now, we can characterize all possible conflict graphs of matrices inferred from an input genotype matrix as follows.
Lemma 3. Given a genotype matrix A with the WD property, let B be a haplotype matrix inferred from A which can be explained
by a GTN. Then the conflict graph GB of B is a covering of the genotype hypergraph HA of A.
Conversely, let G be a covering for the graph HA. Each way of finding the covering G from HA (a collection of choices for every
unforced hyperedge of HA) defines a haplotype matrix B. This haplotype matrix B can be inferred from A and the conflict graph of
B is G.
Proof. Let B be a haplotype matrix inferred from A which can be explained by a GTN. By Corollary 2, A contains at most
four 2’s in every row. By Observation 3, SNPs c1 < c2 conflict if and only if they induce [0, 1], [1, 0] and [1, 1] in A, or if
IB(xrc1c2) = 0 for some xrc1c2 ∈ XA. It follows by Definition 12, Claim 2, and Corollary 1 that GB covers HA.
Conversely, let G be a covering for HA. Then A contains at most four 2’s in every row, and there exists a choice for every
(unforced) k-edge as described in Definition 12. By Claim 2 and Corollary 1, each such collection of choices for every unforced
k-edge, defines values IB(xrcc′) for every xrcc′ ∈ XA satisfying Condition (4) of Theorem 2. Hence, a haplotype matrix B can
be inferred from A. By Observation 3, the conflict graph GB is isomorphic to G. 
4.3. Characterization of conflict graphs of haplotype matrices explainable by a GTN inferred from a genotype matrix with the WD
property
The following claim is crucial in restricting the possible cases we need to study.
Claim 3. Given a genotype matrix A with the WD property, let B be a matrix inferred from A which can be explained by a GTN.
Let c1, c2, c3 be three SNPs such that both pairs c1, c2 and c2, c3 conflict in B. Let K be the component containing c1, c2, c3 and x
a vector such that B[K ] − x has no conflicts. Then x[c1, c2, c3] is either [0, 1, 1] or [1, 1, 0].
Proof. By Observation 3, both pairs c1, c2 and c2, c3 are active. Hence, the pair c1, c3 is weakly active and satisfies the weak
diagonal condition, i.e., it induces [0, 1] and [1, 0] in A. Hence, there are two rows in B containing those two pairs in B[c1, c3].
Note that c1 and c3 cannot conflict in B, otherwise GB is not bipartite which would violate (1) of Theorem 1. Therefore, since
x is a sequence in one of the rows of B[K ], we have x[c1, c3] 6= [1, 1]. On the other hand x has to remove conflicts between
c1, c2 and between c2, c3, i.e, x[c1, c2], x[c2, c3] 6= [0, 0]. There are only three possibilities left for the value of x[c1, c2, c3]:
[0, 1, 0], [0, 1, 1] and [1, 1, 0].
To finish the proof it is enough to consider (and exclude) the case x[c1, c2, c3] = [0, 1, 0]. Since c1, c2 conflict in B, there
is a row r containing the triple [1, 1, y], where y ∈ {0, 1}, in B[c1, c2, c3]. If y = 1, then c1 and c3 conflict in B, a contradiction.
On the other hand, if y = 0, then B[K ]−x still contains the row r . Thus, SNP c2 and c3 still conflict in B[K ]−x, a contradiction.

Claim 3 is a powerful tool which helps us to characterize all possible conflict graphs of haplotype matrices explainable
by a GTN inferred from a given genotype matrix with the WD property.
Corollary 4. Given a genotype matrix A with theWD property, let B be a matrix inferred from Awhich can be explained by a GTN.
Every vertex in GB has degree at most 2, i.e., GB consists of cycles and paths.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is an SNP c with a degree at least 3 in the conflict graph GB. Let c1, c2, c3 be three
neighbors of c in GB. Let K be the component containing c, c1, c2, c3 and x a sequence such that B[K ]−x does not contain any
conflict. By Claim 3, x[c1, c, c2] is either [0, 1, 1] or [1, 1, 0]. Without loss of generality assume that it is [0, 1, 1]. By Claim 3,
x[c1, c, c3] = [0, 1, 1]. Now, x[c2, c, c3] = [1, 1, 1], which contradicts Claim 3. 
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As a consequence we have the following characterization.
Lemma 4. Given a genotype matrix A with the WD property, let B be a matrix inferred from A which can be explained by a GTN.
Then each component of GB is a path of length at most 3 (contains at most three edges).
Proof. By Corollary 4, each component of GB is either a cycle or a path. Assume to the contrary that a component K of GB is
a cycle or a path of length at least 4. Since, by Theorem 1, K is bipartite, if K is a cycle then its length is at least 4. Hence, K
contains a path (c1, c2, c3, c4, c5), where SNPs c1 and c5 can be the same (in the case when K is a cycle of length 4). Let x be
a sequence such that B[K ] − x does not contain any conflict. By Claim 3, each of x[c1, c2, c3], x[c2, c3, c4] and x[c3, c4, c5] is
either [0, 1, 1] or [1, 1, 0]. Obviously, this is not possible, a contradiction. 
4.4. Dealing with rows with two 2’s and canonical coverings
In this section we deal with the problem how to resolve rows containing only two 2’s. The general strategy is to resolve
such rows unequally if it helps to avoid conflict, and otherwise equally. The following two claims show the correctness of
this strategy.
Claim 4. Given a genotype matrix A with the WD property, consider any two columns c1 < c2. Let r1, . . . , rk be rows
containing 2’s in columns c1, c2 and no other 2’s, and r ′1, . . . , r
′
` rows containing 2’s in columns c1, c2 and at least one 2 in
some other column. Assume that k ≥ 1 and that c1 and c2 do not induce [1, 1] in A. Let B be a haplotype matrix inferred from A
such that
• B can be explained by a GTN;
• for some i = 1, . . . , k, IB(xric1c2) = 0; and• for every i = 1, . . . , `, IB(xr ′i c1c2) = 1.
Then the matrix B′ such that for every i = 1, . . . , k, IB′(xric1c2) = 1 and for every other xrcc′ ∈ XA, IB′(xrcc′) = IB(xrcc′), can
be explained by a GTN as well.
Proof. The conflict graph GB′ differs from the conflict graph GB only by not containing an edge (c1, c2). Hence, it satisfies
Condition (1) of Theorem 1. Let us verify the second condition. Consider the component of GB that contains c1 and c2. By
Lemma 4, it is a path of length at most 3. Therefore, in GB′ this component is split into two, each containing one of c1, c2.
Consider a component K of GB′ . Since it contains at most one of c1 and c2, B[K ] and B′[K ] contain the same set of sequences.
Let K ′ be a component of GB containing K . There is a sequence x such that B[K ′] − x has no conflict. Obviously, B[K ] − x[K ]
has no conflict as well, and hence also B′[K ] − x[K ]. By Theorem 1, B′ can be explained by a GTN. 
Claim 5. Given a genotype matrix A with the WD property, consider any two columns c1 < c2. Let r1, . . . , rk be rows
containing 2’s in columns c1, c2 and no other 2’s, and r ′1, . . . , r
′
` rows containing 2’s in columns c1, c2 and at least one 2 in
some other column. Assume that k ≥ 1. Let B be a haplotype matrix inferred from A such that B can be explained by a GTN. If
either for some i = 1, . . . , `, IB(xr ′i c1c2) = 0 or c1 and c2 induce [1, 1] in A, then the matrix B′ such that for every i = 1, . . . , k,
IB′(xric1c2) = 0 and for every other xrcc′ ∈ XA, IB′(xrcc′) = IB(xrcc′), can be explained by a GTN as well.
Proof. The conflict graph GB′ is the same as the conflict graph GB. Hence, it satisfies the first condition of Theorem 1. It is
enough to verify the second condition. Consider a component K of GB′ = GB. If it does not contain c1 and c2 then B[K ] and
B′[K ] contain the same set of sequences, and Condition (2) easily follows.
Since c1 and c2 conflict, we only need to consider the case when K contains both c1 and c2. If K does not contain any other
SNP, Condition (2) trivially holds. Without loss of generality, assume that K contains an SNP c3 such that c2, c3 conflicts in
B. Similarly, if for every i = 1, . . . , k, IB(xric1c2) = 0, then B′ = B, and the claim follows trivially. Hence, we can assume that
there is i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that IB(xric1c2) = 1. We will show that this is not possible. Since B can be explained by a GTN,
there is a sequence x such that B[K ] − x has no conflict. By Claim 3, x[c1, c2, c3] is either [0, 1, 1] or [1, 1, 0]. If A[c1, c2, c3]
contains [2, 2, 0] in row ri then B[c1, c2, c3] contains [0, 1, 0] in row 2ri − 1 or row 2ri. Hence, if x[c1, c2, c3] = [0, 1, 1], x
cannot remove the conflict between c1 and c2, and if x[c1, c2, c3] = [1, 1, 0], x cannot remove the conflict between c2 and
c3. On the other hand, if A[c1, c2, c3] contains [2, 2, 1], then one of the rows 2ri − 1 and 2ri contains [1, 1] in B[c1, c3] and
hence c1 and c3 conflict in B. This is a contradiction, since, by Theorem 1, GB is bipartite. 
Based on Claims 4 and 5, we have the following strategy how to deal with rows with only two 2’s.
Lemma 5. Given a genotypematrix A with theWD property, thematrix A can be explained by a GTN if and only if there is a matrix
B which can be explained by a GTN and is inferred from A such that for every row r with only two 2’s, say in columns c1 and c2,
• IB(xrc1c2) = 0, if either c1, c2 induce [1, 1] in A or there is a row r ′ with at least three 2’s such that xr ′c1c2 ∈ XA and
IB(xr ′c1c2) = 0;• IB(xrc1c2) = 1, otherwise.
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Fig. 3. Example of a genotype matrix A with the WD property, the corresponding GI problem and its solution, and a haplotype matrix B inferred from A
with the conflict graph equivalent to this solution. The matrix B does not satisfy Condition (2) of Theorem 1.
In other words, a row with only two 2’s is never resolved in a way which would introduce a conflict which is not
introduced by another row with more than two 2’s. This leads us to the following definition of a special type of hypergraph
coverings.
Definition 13 (Canonical Covering). We say that a graph G is a canonical covering of a hypergraph H if for every unforced
2-edge {c1, c2} of H , the edge (c1, c2) is formally added to G if and only if it is added to G by some other hyperedge than an
unforced 2-edge {c1, c2}.
Note that although adding edges to G for some unforced 2-edges ofH in a canonical covering does not affect the resulting
graph covering, it affects the process of inferring which defines the matrix B. Using the above definition we can reformulate
Lemma 5 as follows.
Corollary 5. Given a genotype matrix A with the WD property, if A can be explained by a GTN then there is a haplotype matrix B
inferred from A which can be explained by a GTN and its conflict graph is a canonical covering of HA.
4.5. Extended hypergraph covering problem — adding switches
To convert the GTNH problem for input genotype matrices with the WD property to a hypergraph covering problem,
we need to observe the last important conditions that have to be satisfied if the input genotype matrix is explainable by a
GTN, and consequently, we will generalize the hypergraph covering problem by adding ‘‘switches’’. In the next subsection
we then show that this generalized definition of the hypergraph covering problem is rich enough to characterize the GTNH
problem for WD matrices.
It is easy to see that a conflict graph of a matrix inferred from a given genotype matrix A which can be explained by a
GTN, is also a covering of hypergraphHA which satisfies all the observed conditions. The following examples show that these
conditions are not sufficient.
Example 3. Fig. 3 shows an example of a genotypematrix Awith four SNPs. It is easy to see that A has theWDproperty since
every pair of columns induces [0, 1] and [1, 0]. The corresponding hypergraph HA has four 3-edges. One possible solution
is a covering G of HA which can be constructed as follows: in 3-edge {c1, c2, c3}we select edge (c1, c2), in 3-edge {c2, c3, c4}
we select edge (c2, c3), in 3-edge {c1, c3, c4}we select edge (c3, c4) and finally, in 3-edge {c1, c2, c4}we select edge (c1, c2).
Note that this covering contains only paths of length at most 3 and is canonical since A does not contain any rows with only
two 2’s. A haplotype matrix B corresponds to this selection of edges in G, hence its conflict graph is G. However, removal of
any row frommatrix B is not able to eliminate all conflicts in B. Hence, the Condition (2) of Theorem 1 is not satisfied and B
cannot be explained by a GTN.
Consider now another graph G′ on the same set of SNPs with only two edges (c1, c4) and (c2, c3). This graph is a covering
for HA as well. Obviously, the haplotype matrix corresponding to this selection of edges for every hyperedge of HA satisfies
Condition (2) of Theorem 1, i.e., can be explained by a GTN. Hence, one of the additional constraints we will require from
the new hypergraph covering problem is the minimality of the number of edges.
Example 4. Fig. 4 shows an example of a genotype matrix A with three SNPs which satisfies the WD property. It has a row
with only two 2’s, in columns c1 and c3. However, this row could not be resolved since c1, c3 do not induce [1, 1] and there
is another row with three 2’s containing 2’s in c1 and c3. The corresponding hypergraph HA has one 3-edge, one unforced
2-edge and two forced 2-edges. There is only one graph that covers HA such that it contains only paths of length at most 3,
the graph G. In particular, G can be constructed as follows: we have to select forced 2-edges, in 3-edge {c1, c2, c3}we select
edge (c1, c2) (respectively, (c2, c3), it will not affect the hypergraph covering), and finally, we do not add the unforced 2-edge
{c1, c3} to G. Note that this is a canonical covering. A haplotype matrix B corresponds to this selection of edges in G, hence
its conflict graph is G. However, removal of any row frommatrix B is not able to eliminate all conflicts in B. Hence, Condition
(2) of Theorem 1 is not satisfied and B cannot be explained by a GTN.
Since we have examined all possible ways of inferring a haplotype matrix from A, it follows by Corollary 5 that A cannot
be explained by a GTN.
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Fig. 4. Example of a genotype matrix A with the WD property, the corresponding GI problem and its unique solution, and a haplotype matrix B inferred
from Awith the conflict graph equivalent to this solution. The matrix B does not satisfy Condition (2) of Theorem 1.
The crucial reason why in the above example A cannot be explained by a GTN even though we can easily find a valid
hypergraph covering of the hypergraph of A is the fact that columns c1, c2, c3 induce [0, 1, 0] in A. The following claim
captures this property.
Claim 6. Given a genotype matrix A with the WD property, let B be a haplotype matrix inferred from A which can be explained
by a GTN. Let c1, c2, c3 be three SNPs (not necessarily ordered in this way). If they induce [0, 1, 0] in A then the conflict graph GB
cannot contain both edges (c1, c2) and (c2, c3).
Proof. Assume to the contrary that both pairs c1, c2 and c2, c3 conflict in B. Hence, B[c1, c2] (respectively, B[c2, c3]) contains
all three pairs [0, 1], [1, 0] and [1, 1]. By Observation 3, the pair c1, c3 is weakly active in A, hence B[c1, c3] contains [0, 1]
and [1, 0]. Since B can be explained by a GTN, by Theorem 1, SNPs c1 and c3 cannot conflict, i.e., B[c1, c3] cannot contain the
pair [1, 1]. Hence, B[c1, c2, c3] contains [1, 0, 0], [1, 1, 0], [0, 0, 1] and [0, 1, 1]. Since the triple c1, c2, c3 induces [0, 1, 0],
B[c1, c2, c3] also contains the triple [0, 1, 0]. Therefore, B does not satisfy Condition (2) of Theorem 1, a contradiction. 
The following definition is a generalization of Definition 12 which incorporates constraints shown in Claim 6.
Definition 14 (Extended Genotype Hypergraph). Given an n × m genotype matrix A with the WD property, the extended
genotype hypergraph H¯A of A has the set of SNPs {1, . . . ,m} and contains all hyperedges of the genotype hypergraph HA. In
addition, it contains ordered 3-edges, called switches. For every triple of SNPs c1, c2, c3 such that there are distinct (forced or
unforced) hyperedges e and e′ such that c1, c2 ∈ e and c2, c3 ∈ e′ and the triple induces [0, 1, 0] in A, HA contains a switch
[c1, c2, c3].
We say that a graph G is a canonical covering of the extended hypergraph H¯A if G is a canonical covering for the underlying
hypergraph HA and in addition for every switch (c1, c2, c3), it contains at most one of the edges (c1, c2) and (c2, c3).
Using Claim 6 we can immediately extend the result in Corollary 5.
Corollary 6. Given a genotype matrix A with the WD property, if A can be explained by a GTN then there is a haplotype matrix B
inferred from A which can be explained by a GTN and its conflict graph is a canonical covering of the extended hypergraph H¯A.
The hypergraph covering problem for extended genotype hypergraphs can be formulated as follows.
Problem 2 (Extended Hypergraph Covering (EHC) Problem). Given an extended hypergraph H¯ , determine whether it is
possible to find a canonical covering graph G for H¯ such that each component of G is a path of length at most 3 satisfying the
ordered-component property. In case it is possible, find such a covering Gwith the minimum number of edges.
4.6. Reduction to the EHC problem
The following theorem is the main result of the paper. It shows that the GTNH problem for genotype matrices with the
WD property can be reduced to the EHC problem.
Theorem 6. Consider a genotype matrix A with the WD property. Then A can be explained by a GTN if and only if there exists
a canonical covering G of H¯A such that each component of G is a path of length at most 3 and satisfies the ordered-component
property.
Proof. The forward implication follows easily by Theorem1, Lemma4 and Corollary 6. For the converse, consider a canonical
coveringG of H¯A such that (i) each component ofG is a path of length atmost 3 and satisfies the ordered-component property,
and (ii) it has the minimum number of edges (out of all canonical coverings satisfying Condition (i)). Consider a haplotype
matrix B corresponding to covering G. Recall that Gmust be the conflict graph of B.
Since all components are paths of length at most 3 with the ordered-component property, Condition (1) of Theorem 1
holds. We will show that condition (2) of Theorem 1 is satisfied for each component of G.
Consider a component K of G. If it is a singleton or an edge, Condition (2) is trivially satisfied. Second, assume that K is a
path of length 2, say (c1, c2, c3). Consider any B defined by any covering G from H¯A. As in the proof of Claim 6, the submatrix
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Fig. 5. All possible sequence (except for the one with the question mark) B[K ] can contain where a component K of GB is a path (c1, c2, c3, c4). The rows
with star(s) are necessarily contained in B[K ].
B[K ]must contain triples [1, 0, 0], [1, 1, 0], [0, 1, 1] and [0, 0, 1]. It can also contain triples [0, 0, 0] and [0, 1, 0], all other
triples would introduce a conflict between c1 and c3. It is easy to see that the component K satisfies Condition (2) if and only
if B[K ] does not contain [0, 1, 0]. We will show that B[K ] does not contain [0, 1, 0].
Assume to the contrary that B[K ] contains [0, 1, 0]. It must be inferred from some sequence in A[K ]. However, since a
canonical covering G contains both edges (c1, c2) and (c2, c3), H¯A does not contain a switch (c1, c2, c3), and hence either
c1, c2, c3 do not induce [0, 1, 0] in A or there are no two distinct hyperedges e and e′ in H¯A such that c1, c2 ∈ e and c2, c3 ∈ e′.
The second case is not possible as edges (c1, c2) and (c2, c3) in G require the existence of such e and e′ in HA. Assume that
c1, c2, c3 do not induce [0, 1, 0] in A. There are only four possible rows in Awhich could be resolved to [0, 1, 0] in B: [2, 2, 2],
[2, 1, 2], [2, 2, 0] and [0, 2, 2]. In the first two cases, to infer [0, 1, 0] in B, we would have to also infer [1, 0, 1] (in the first
case) or [1, 1, 1] (in the second case). Since the pair c1, c3 is weakly active, it would conflict in B, a contradiction. Obviously,
the third and fourth cases are symmetric, hence we will consider only one of them. Let r be the row containing [2, 2, 0] in
A[K ]. To infer [0, 1, 0] from [2, 2, 0], the pair must be resolved unequally, i.e., IB(xrc1c2) = 1. If r contains another 2, say
in column c , then by Claim 2, one of the pairs c, c1 and c, c2 conflicts in B, which is a contradiction with the fact that K is
a connected component of GB = G. Hence, assume that r contains only two 2’s. By Definition 13, IB(xrc1c2) = 0, i.e., the
sequence [0, 1, 0] cannot be inferred in B[K ], a contradiction.
Finally, assume that K is a path of length 3, say (c1, c2, c3, c4). Consider any B defined by any covering G from H¯A. By
Observation 3, the pairs c1, c2, c2, c3 and c3, c4 are active in A, hence the pairs c1, c3 and c2, c4 are weakly active. Since
the pairs c1, c3 and c2, c4 do not conflict in B, B[K ] can only contain the following 9 quadruples: [0, 0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0, 1],
[0, 0, 1, 0], [0, 0, 1, 1], [0, 1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 1, 0], [1, 0, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0, 1] and [1, 1, 0, 0], cf. Fig. 5. Since the pairs c1, c2, c2, c3
and c3, c4 conflict in B, the rows with two stars ‘‘∗∗’’ are necessarily in B[K ]. Consequently, B[c1, c4] contains pairs [0, 1] and
[1, 0] and since c1, c4 do not conflict, the row with the question mark ‘‘?’’ cannot appear in B[K ]. Without a row with ‘‘?’’
in B[K ], the rows with one star ‘‘∗’’ become necessary to guarantee the conflicts between c1, c2 and between c3, c4. Hence,
all rows with star(s) are necessarily in B[K ] and rows with no symbol are possibly in B[K ]. The only candidate for x is 0110.
It is easy to see that the condition (2) of Theorem 1 is satisfied if and only if B[K ] does not contain any of [0, 0, 1, 0] and
[0, 1, 0, 0].
Without loss of generality, assume that B[K ] contains y = [0, 0, 1, 0]. By Definition 14, the extended hypergraph H¯A
does not contain the switch (c2, c3, c4), and hence c2, c3, c4 do not induce [0, 1, 0] in A. As in the previous case, there are
four possible sequences in A[c2, c3, c4] which could be inferred to produce [0, 1, 0] in B[c2, c3, c4], and building on that 8
possible sequences in A[K ]which could be inferred to produce y: (a) [0, 2, 2, 2], (b) [2, 2, 2, 2], (c) [0, 2, 1, 2], (d) [2, 2, 1, 2],
(e) [0, 2, 2, 0], (f) [2, 2, 2, 0], (g) [0, 0, 2, 2] and (h) [2, 0, 2, 2]. Let us analyze all these possibilities:
(a) The only way to infer y from [0, 2, 2, 2] is to resolve c2, c4 equally. This would produce also a quadruple [0, 1, 0, 1] in B,
and hence a conflict between c2 and c4. Which contradicts the fact that K is a path.
(b) To infer sequences from [2, 2, 2, 2] avoiding any conflict between c1, c3, c2, c4 or c1, c4, the pairs c1, c2 and c3, c4 must
be resolved equally, and other pairs unequally. Hence, the sequence y is not produced.
(c) To infer sequences from [0, 2, 1, 2] avoiding a conflict between c2, c4, the pair is resolved unequally, i.e., y is not
produced.
(d) The sequences [2, 2, 1, 2] cannot appear in A[K ] as otherwise the pair [1, 1] is induced by c1, c3 in A, i.e., c1, c3 would
conflict.
(e) Let r be the row containing [0, 2, 2, 0] in A. To produce y, the pair c2, c3 has to be resolved unequally. If r contains another
2, say in column c , one of the pairs c, c2 and c, c3 would have to be resolved equally, hence producing a conflict. This
would contradict the fact that K is a component in GB. On the other hand, if r contains only two 2’s, by Definition 13, the
pair c2, c3 is resolved equally in row r , thus not producing y in B.
(f) Let r be a row containing [2, 2, 2, 0] in A[K ]. First, note that r does not contain any other 2, say in column c. For otherwise
therewould be a 4-edge in H¯A containing c1, c2, c3 and c , whichwould introduce an edge between c and one of c1, c2, c3 in
G, a contradiction. There are two ways to infer sequences from r avoiding conflicts not in K : (i) resolving c1, c2 equally;
(ii) resolving c2, c3 equally. In the case (ii), y is not produced from [2, 2, 2, 0]. In the case (i), we will consider another
covering from H¯A, which differs from the current one by choosing edge (c2, c3) instead of (c1, c2)when processing a row
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Fig. 6. Part of the hypergraph H¯(f ) for the clause Ci = psi,1 ∨ psi,2 (a clause gadget) and all possible graphs that cover it, each representing one case how
the clause can become satisfied. The vertices with cross have higher numbers than vertices with dots.
containing [2, 2, 2, 0] in A[K ]. This new covering might be not canonical. Indeed, it is not canonical if r was the only row
containing 2’s in c1, c2 and at least one other 2 such that IB(xrc1c2) = 0 and there is no forced 2-edge (c1, c2). In such a
case, to make the new covering canonical, we also change the inferring of every row containing only two 2’s and those
in columns c1 and c2 from equal to unequal. Obviously, this new covering will not introduce any new conflict, although
it will remove the conflict between c1 and c2. In such a case, we have found another graph G′ that canonically covers H¯A
with a smaller number of edges, a contradiction with the assumption that G has the minimum number of edges.
(g) Similar to the case (e).
(h) To infer sequences from [2, 0, 2, 2] avoiding any conflict between c1, c3 or c1, c4, c3, c4 is resolved equally, and other
pairs unequally. Hence, the sequence y is not produced.
Thus each component of G satisfies Condition (2) of Theorem 1 which concludes the proof. 
5. The extended hypergraph covering problem is intractable
Unfortunately, the EHC problem is intractable in general as proved in the following theorem, and thus Theorem 6 cannot
be used to polynomially solve an arbitrary weak diagonal instance of the GTNH problem.
Theorem 7. The EHC problem is NP-complete.
Proof. It is easy to see that the problem is in NP.
The proof of NP-hardness is done by conversion froma special instance of the 3-SAT problem. This problem is known to be
NP-complete evenwhen restricted to formulaswhere each clause contains 2 or 3 literals and every variable occurs in exactly
3 clauses — once positive and twice negated [17]. Let f (x1, x2, . . . , xm) = C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ck be such a formula in conjunctive
normal form, where C1, . . . , Ck are clauses. Let p1, . . . , pm be all occurrences of literals {x1, . . . , xm,¬x1, . . . ,¬xm} in f . For
every i = 1, . . . , k, we have
Ci = psi,1 ∨ psi,2 or Ci = psi,1 ∨ psi,2 ∨ psi,3
depending onwhetherCi contains 2 or 3 literals. Let Si = {si,1, si2}or Si = {si,1, si,2, si,3}, respectively. The sets S1, . . . , Sk form
a decomposition of the set {1, . . . ,m}. For every i = 1, . . . ,m, let pti,1 be the occurrence of the positive literal xi and pti,2 , pti,3
the two occurrences of the negated literal¬xi. Let Ti = {ti,1, ti,2, ti,3}. Again, the sets T1, . . . , Tm form a decomposition of the
set {1, . . . ,m}. We will construct an extended hypergraph H¯(f ) such that it has a canonical covering with all components
being paths of length at most 3 and satisfying the ordered-component property if and only if f is satisfiable. The hypergraph
will only contain forced 2-edges and 3-edges. Hence, each covering is canonical, andwewill notmention this property of the
covering in the remainder of the proof. We will form the hypergraph H¯(f ) as a union of several hypergraphs, called gadgets,
one for each clause, and one for each variable. The numbering of vertices in the hypergraph is important as it influences the
ordered-component property. All constructed gadgets will have two types of vertices (SNPs): depicted by a dot and depicted
by a cross. For our construction it will be sufficient to number vertices so that all vertices with a cross have higher numbers
than vertices with a dot, which can be easily achieved.
For every clause with two literals Ci = psi,1 ∨psi,2 , we construct a part of the hypergraph H¯(f ) (a clause gadget) consisting
of two forced 2-edges and one 3-edge as depicted in Fig. 6. The figure also shows all possible graphs which cover the clause
gadget for Ci satisfying the conditions of the EHC problem. We say that a literal psi,j has value 1 in a covering of the clause
gadget for Ci if it contains an edge incident to the vertex psi,j . Note that in each hypergraph covering of the clause gadget for
Ci, at least one of psi,1 and psi,2 has value 1.
For every clause with three literals Ci = psi,1 ∨ psi,2 ∨ psi,3 , we construct a clause gadget consisting of four forced 2-edged
and four 3-edges as depicted in Fig. 7(a). Fig. 7 also shows three possible graphs (b)–(d) that cover the clause gadget for Ci
satisfying the conditions of the EHC problem. As in the previous case, we say that a literal psi,j has value 1 in a covering of
the clause gadget Ci if it contains an edge incident to the vertex psi,j . There are other coverings for the clause gadget for Ci,
however in each of them at least one of psi,1 , psi,2 , psi,3 has value 1. Indeed, assume that the values of all three literals of the
clause Ci are set to 0. Then in such a covering of the clause gadget, no edge can be joining any of vertices psi,1 , psi,2 , psi,3 . We
have depicted the situation in Fig. 7(e). Now, there is no edge to be selected from the 3-edge whose vertices are connected
with dashed edges without increasing the degree of some vertex to 3.
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Fig. 7. (a) The part of the hypergraph H¯(f ) for the clause Ci = psi,1∨psi,2∨psi,3 (clause gadget). (b)–(d) Three possible graphs that cover it, each representing
one case how the clause can become satisfied. (e) A trial to search for a hypergraph covering with values of psi,1 , psi,2 , psi,3 set to 0.
Fig. 8. (a) The part of hypergraph H¯(f ) (a variable gadget) verifying the consistency of the values of three occurrences of a variable xi . (b)–(d) Three possible
hypergraph coverings. In (b), pti,1 has value 1 and forces the values of pti,2 and pti,3 to 0. In (c), pti,2 has value 1 and in (d), both pti,2 and pti,3 have value 1. In
both cases (c) and (d), pti,1 is forced to have value 0. (e) A trial to search for a hypergraph covering with values of pti,1 and pti,2 set to 1.
The second part of the construction checks whether three occurrences of a variable xi: pti,1 , pti,2 , pti,3 do not have
contradictory values. That is if pti,1 (positive occurrence) has value 1 then both pti,2 and pti,3 (negated occurrences) should
have values 0, and if at least one of pti,2 and pti,3 has value 1 then pti,1 should have value 0. This is achieved by a variable
gadget consisting of four forced 2-edges and four 3-edges depicted in Fig. 8(a). Fig. 8(b)–(d) show three possible graphs that
cover the variable gadget for xi. In these figures, a variable pti,j has value 1 if no edge in the variable gadget for xi joins pti,j ,
which is in agreement with the interpretation of values of pti,j ’s in the clause gadgets.
Let us verify the claimed property of the gadget. Assume for instance that both pti,1 and pti,2 have values 1. Hence, no edge
from inside of the gadget is joining these two vertices. Then to avoid a vertex of degree higher than 2 in the covering, we
have to select the edge (z2, z3) from the 3-edge {z1, z2, z3}, cf. Fig. 8(e). Now, there is no edge to be selected from the 3-edge
whose vertices are connected with dashed edges without producing a path of length 4 or 5. The other cases can be proved
using similar arguments.
Now, let us verify that it is possible to find a hypergraph covering of H¯(f ) which satisfies the conditions of the EHC
problem if and only if f is satisfiable. First, consider a graph G that covers from H¯(f ) such that each component is a path of
length at most 3. For every clause Ci, at least one of psi,1 , psi,2 (respectively, psi,1 , psi,2 , psi,3 ) has value 1 in G. Let pqi have value
1 (if there are several literals in Ci with value 1 in G, pick any of them). We will form a true assignment as follows. For every
xj, if there is pqi = xj, set xj = 1; if there is pqi = ¬xj, set xj = 0; otherwise set xj to any value. As long as we guarantee that
there are no i, i′ such that pqi = xj and pqi′ = ¬xj, the above definition is correct and obviously is a true assignment to the
f . Assume for contrary that pqi = xj and pqi′ = ¬xj. Obviously, qi = tj,1 and qi′ is either tj,2 or tj,3. Now, since ptj,1 has value
1 and one of ptj,2 , ptj,3 has value 1, we have a contradiction with the property of the gadget for xj.
For the converse, consider a true assignment for f . For every clause Ci = psi,1 ∨ psi,2 with two literals, there is at least
one literal pqi with value 1, where qi ∈ {si,1, si,2}. If qi = si,1 (respectively, qi = si,2), pick the hypergraph covering of the
clause gadget for Ci as depicted in Fig. 6(b) (respectively, Fig. 6(c)). Similarly, for every clause Ci = psi,1 ∨ psi,2 ∨ psi,3 with
three literals, there is at least one literal pqi with value 1, where qi ∈ {psi,1 , psi,2 , psi,3}. If qi = si,1 (respectively, qi = si,2,
qi = si,3), pick the hypergraph covering of the clause gadget for Ci as depicted in Fig. 7(b) (respectively, Fig. 7(c), Fig. 7(d)).
For the variable gadgets we will pick the coverings as follows. For every xi, if the value of xi is 1 (respectively, 0), pick the
hypergraph covering of the variable gadget for xi as depicted in Fig. 8(b) (respectively, Fig. 8(d)). Let G be the union of graphs
that cover all gadgets. We will show that G satisfies the conditions of the EHC problem.
First, it is easy to see that all possible edges of G are connecting a vertex with a cross with a vertex with a dot. The
ordered-component property follows. It is also easy to see that the components of graphs that cover a single gadget are all
paths of length at most 3. Hence, it is enough to verify that pk-vertices which are shared between gadgets do not combine
components to a component which is not a path of length at most 3. Observe that each pk is shared by exactly two gadgets,
one clause gadget for a clause Ci and one variable gadget for a variable xj. In the gadget for Ci, the component containing pk is
either an edge, if pk is not necessary to satisfy the clause, or a path of length 2 with pk as the middle vertex, if pk is necessary
to satisfy the clause. In the second case, by the definition of G, pk has value 1 in the considered true assignment for f . In the
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Fig. 9. The clause gadget for the clause x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 and two rows that A, restricted to some columns appearing the gadget, must contain.
gadget for xj, the component containing pk is either a singleton, if pk has value 1, and an edge, if pk has value 0. The only
way to obtain an invalid component is to combine the middle vertex of a path of length 2 with an edge, but this will never
happen as the first one requires the value of pk to be 1 and the other to be 0. 
Even though we have proved that the EHC problem is NP-complete, it does not imply the NP-completeness of the GTNH
problem. Indeed, it is not possible to construct a genotype matrix resulting in the constructed gadgets for a given boolean
formula. The following example shows why.
Example 5. Suppose that there is a boolean formula f = x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3. We show that it is impossible to construct a genotype
matrix A such that the hypergraphHA for A is isomorphic to the constructed gadgets used in the proof of Theorem 7. In Fig. 9,
we show the gadget for the 3-clause x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 and the part of values that Amust contain.
Indeed, the three 2’s in r1 and r2 are added for the hyperedges {c2, c3, x1} and {c2, c4, c5} in the gadget respectively.
Because of the fact that column pairs [c2, c3] and [c2, c4] are active, column pair [c3, c4] is weakly active. Therefore, to avoid
creating conflict between c3 and c4, they cannot induce [1, 1] from A. Thus, in r1 of A, c4must have value 0. Similarly, columns
c1, c5 must be 0 in r1 and columns c1, c3 and x1 must be 0 in r2. However, this makes the three columns c1, c2 and c3 induce
[0, 1, 0]. According to Definition 14, HA has to contain a switch [c1, c2, c3]. Since {c1, c2} is a forced 2-edge, (c2, c3) cannot be
added to any possible covering of HA. Similarly, (c2, x1) cannot be in any covering for HA either. This implies that the edge
(c3, x1)must be added to any covering of HA, a contradiction.
However, our recent research indicates that theweakdiagonal instance of theGTNHproblemmight be the key for proving
the NP-completeness of the GTNH problem.
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